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There was a young girl named Halva up in Finnmark who found a white bear cub alone in the

woods...Halva takes the cub home, where they name her Sister Bear. Not only does Sister

Bear hunt for the family and protect Halva, but she likes to dance while Halva plays the flute.

Halva decides to show off Sister Bear to the king of Denmark. But on their journey, they run

into trouble with some big, ugly, hungry trolls, and Halva learns just how lucky she is to have a

loving friend like Sister Bear. Author Jane Yolen, often called "the Hans Christian Anderson of

America" for her work in fairy tales, is perfectly matched with illustrator Linda Graves, whose

richly detailed art is rendered in pastel, colored pencil, and watercolor.

About the AuthorAuthor Jane Yolen lives in Hatfield, Massachusetts. She is the author of more

than 300 books, including The Devil’s Arithmetic and How Do Dinosaurs Say Good Night?

Illustrator Linda Graves lives Otis, Massachusetts and is the illustrator of over 30 children's

books, published worldwide. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From

BooklistIn a lush, forested setting called Finnmark, fair-haired Halva finds an abandoned bear

cub and discovers the bear enjoys dancing. Traveling to show off the bear’s talents to the king,

Halva stops at a cottage, seeking shelter for the night. Undaunted by the owner’s warnings that

Christmas Eve trolls will make their annual visit, ransack the place, and threaten their lives, the

brave lassie and Sister Bear rise to the occasion. The once-cuddly cub stands at her full

height, snarling at the frighteningly gruesome trolls. Much of the charm of the story lies in the

richness of the paintings, which exude a Scandinavian feel. The text is framed by intricately

patterned borders, the characters’ clothing and animals’ fur are real enough to touch, and the

protagonist’s changing hairstyles and many outfits have total girl appeal. Yolen notes in an

afterword that though the original Norse folktale starred a boy, she reimagines the brave deeds

to be those of a girl. Grades K-2. --Patricia Austin --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.ReviewAges 5-8 Yolen s clever retelling of an old Norse folktale changes

the main character from a boy to a brave, smart girl named Halva, a welcome addition to the

roster of clever folk heroines who solve their own problems. Halva finds an adorable, white bear

cub in the woods and takes her home to raise as her pet, despite parental misgivings. The bear

becomes so well-trained and beloved that she earns the name of Sister Bear. When Halva

decides to take Sister Bear to meet the king, they stop on Christmas Eve to stay with a family

along their route. Her new friends are about to evacuate in fear of the annual Christmastime

visit of a pack of evil trolls, so Halva and Sister Bear decide to take on the trolls. Together they

fend off the troll attack with a combination of wits and Sister Bear s brawn and then continue

their journey to visit the king. Appealing illustrations in pastel, colored pencil and watercolor

create delightful personalities for Halva and Sister Bear along with intricately detailed

Scandinavian costumes and interior scenes. The troupe of trolls is suitably horrid ( [t]en feet

high, green teeth, terrible manners ) though not truly terrifying. This satisfying tale from a

consummate storyteller will be popular with those who like Scandinavian settings, and many

readers will wish for a companion like Sister Bear. --Kirkus Reviews, September IssueAges 5-8

There isn't a dull moment in Yolen's rousing retelling of this Norwegian folktale, in which a girl

tames a polar bear cub, defeats a band of tattooed trolls, and arrives at the court of the King of

Denmark to royal acclaim. In the original, a bear trainer is the hero; Yolen (the How Do

Dinosaurs series) has swapped him for a girl with yellow braids named Halva, a transformation



that could seem contrived, but that Yolen executes with grace. "These are trolls. Ten feet high,

green teeth, terrible manners," the trolls' victim, Gusterson, tells Halva. "Sister Bear will take

care of everything," she replies, and she and her bear are as good as their word. Graves's (V Is

for Von Trapp) characters have the romantic attraction of costumed toys, and nearly every

spread features a loving look at a traditional Scandinavian garment and its intricate

needlework. There aren't many readers who wouldn't like a pet bear of their own to defeat

devious creatures and attract gifts from royalty; Yolen knows a good story when she sees one.

--Publishers Weekly, July Issue --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read

more
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adapted by Jane Yolen    illustrated by Linda Graves

For Alison Stemple, like Halva, a strong young woman living in the North.Now all you need is a

bear! And to WMIG, you wonderful illustrators,whom I envy and love in equal measure.—J.Y.To

my wonderfully creative father—L.G.Text copyright © 2011 by Jane YolenIllustrations copyright

© 2011 by Linda GravesAll rights reservedEbook Tops PublishingAttn: Ebook Tops Children's

PublishingP.O. Box 400818Las Vegas, NV 89140www.Ebook Tops.com/Ebook

TopschildrenspublishingLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataYolen, Jane.Sister

Bear : a Norse tale / adapted by Jane Yolen ; illustrated by Linda Graves.— 1st ed.p.

cm.Summary: Halva is traveling with her trained bear to visit the king ofDenmark when they

stop for the night at a cottage where, they learn, a packof trolls is about to make its annual

Christmas Eve, causing trouble andmaking a big mess. Includes author’s note about the story’s

origins.[1. Folklore—Norway.] I. Graves, Linda Dockey, ill. II. Title.PZ8.1.Y815Sis2011

398.209481—dc22 [E] 2010024235The illustrations are rendered in pastel, colored pencil, and

watercolor.Book design by Vera SokiEditor: Robin BenjaminAUTHOR’S NOTEThis story is

adapted from Peter Christen Asbjørnsen and Jorgen Moe’s Popular Tales from the Norse,

published in an English translation in Edinburgh, Scotland, 1888. It can also be found in

Dasent’s East o’ the Sun and West o’ the Moon, New York: Dover, 1970 and as “The Christmas

Visitors and the Tabby Cat” in Reidar Christiansen’s Folktales of Norway, University of Chicago

Press, 1964. Online the story is called “The Bear Trainer and His Cat” at http://www.pitt.edu/

~dash/type1161.html and “The Cat on the Dovrefell” at http://www.sacred-texts.com/neu/ptn/

ptn22.htm as well as at http://www.surlalunefairytales.com/authors/asbjornsenmoe/

catdovrefell.html.In all of the versions, it’s a boy or man who has the bear, but I thought it was

about time to show what a girl could do!Asbjørnsen and Moe met at school as young

teenagers. They shared a common interest in songs and legends and fairy tales. When

Asbjørnsen made up his mind to become a collector of folktales, his friend Moe decided to

work with him. They visited dozens of villages in Norway, writing down whatever they were told.

In 1852 they published their first book of tales, some forty years after the Brothers Grimm had

made retelling folktales popular in Europe.The first Asbjørnsen and Moe book was so popular,

their work ended up playing an important role in influencing the Norwegian written language.
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here was a young girl named Halva up in Finnmark who found a white bear

cub alone in the woods. She waited for almost a day to see if the mother would come

for it,and when the bear did not, Halva wrapped the cub in her petticoat. There was a young

girl named Halva up in Finnmark whofound a white bear cub alone in the woods. She waitedfor

almost a day to see if the mother would come for it,and when the bear did not, Halva wrapped

the cub in her petticoat.

She took the cub home and askedto keep it despite her mother andfather’s

misgivings. “That bear will eat upeverything in the house, andthen eat us after,” said

hermother. Her father agreed.

But the girl loved the cub, and it loved her backwith all of its great heart. Halva made the



cub an embroidered coat, andit slept next to her bed at night. It ran by the sideof her sleigh

when she went out on the trail. And itnever gave a bit of trouble. In fact, the bear liked to

dance on its hind legsto the music of Halva’s wooden flute.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent book. Beautifully illustrated with detailed pictures & lush colors.

Well written using excellent vocabulary. My 5 year old (who reads on a 2nd to 3rd grade level)

loves it. The story is an exciting adventure without being too scary.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A beautiful book. With a simple, well - told story to go with it, full of

spaces for children to ask questions and the reader to insert details at their own discretion.

The illustrations are lush and detailed in contrast.  Great book!”

Barbara W, “Great gift. A great Christmas present for a child.”

Mr.B, “A beautiful book.. A beautiful book indeed. The wonderfully detailed illustrations and

entertaining story make this a truly joyful experience for both young and old. A few of our

younger nieces will be finding it under their tree this Christmas.”

Sew Bug, “Read Sister Bear to a child!. Lovely children's book. Granddaughters loved hearing

this story. Illustrations were very well done! The Nordic location was a nice change. Will read

again and again.”

Robin C., “Five Stars. My granddaughter loved this story and has asked me to read it several

times”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A very pretty book. I did not have a chance to read the book carefully, but
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is is a beautifully illustrated book.  I know my friend will like it.”

George D. Bond II, “Five Stars. A very cute story about trolls and a girl and her bear”

The book by Jane Yolen has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 57 people have provided feedback.
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